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How To Evaluate Versions/Translations
Lecture 23

Introduction
•	Much of this borrowed from Kubo, So Many Verions.
•	The Bible has been translated into more languages and more often than any other book in the world.
•	Today there are more than _____________different languages.
•	The English Bible is being translated at an ever increasing rate
3 Basic Reasons for so Many Versions?
1. In 1881 two British scholars 
•	published a Greek NT based on the most ancient mss then available: ____________& Hort
•	Overall their text was shorter than the _____________Text (took out Mark’s longer ending & Women in adultery in John)
The English Revised Version
•	Appeared about the same time and a new era is born which chose to use the fewer ____________texts than the many later ones of the Byzantine text (Textus Receptus)
2. Archaeological and MSS Discoveries
•	Since 1895 have been made that seems to have made significant problems for the TR.
•	Some of the  most important discoveries are the: 
•	Nag __________________Library
•	Dead _____________Scrolls
3. Philosophical Changes:
•	About the theory of translation. 
•	__________________have made significant contributions to this area, because they are eager to see certain tribes read the word in their language.
So the Question:
•	Are the new translations any good?
•	Are they _____________and should we use them?
•	If so, how can I evaluate the new ones? 
•	What criteria should I use?
Why the Continued Need?
•	1. No version can be considered the “______________” version because:
•	A) new scholarship adds to the body of knowledge that affects our translations.
•	B) ______________and obscurities can be cleared with each translation.
•	C) new discoveries of mss that add light to the original wording, etc.
Some Broad Observations:
•	about the texts behind the versions: 
•	1. The textual differences between the TR and the WH affect NO ____________DOCTRINE
•	The deity of Christ, Virgin Birth, salvation by grace alone is in tact!
2. The Textual Changes
•	Are based on the most ____________texts of the Greek NT (and at times on the Church Fathers, the lectionaries, the other versions (Gothic, Coptic etc)
•	The Greek mss behind the KJV was the Byzantine text type
•	It is about____ % of the mss that we currently have.
3. The KJV
•	Did not always follow the majority mss.
•	Actually the 1611 KJV used only about 6 or _____mss which just happened to belong to the Byzantine text family
•	On a few occasions there were gaps in the text they used
Erasmus
•	Was the compiler had to fill in the gaps by translating back into the __________from the Latin____________. He created some variants that no mss has ever been found to have. Would these be considered “original”?
4. Arguments about orthodoxy
•	Can travel in both directions.
•	Some point to 1 Tim 3:16 as evidence of a weakening of meaning & denial of ___________deity; but look at some modern versions of John 1:18 and there is a greater clarity of deity (only begotten Son) vs (the unique one, God)  
The Modern English Version
•	Comes in more translations
•	Comes in hard back, paper back, _____________, annotated, and ____________
•	The would-be reader finds himself in a maze of translations, so the question is:
•	“How can I pick a translation that is best for me?”
•	“How can we evaluate a translation?”
What Makes Translations Different?
1. The ___________________(s): 
•	Is the translation an individual, committee, or interdenominational work?
2. _____________________of Translation:
•	Is it word for word (formal or _________________equivalency)?
•	Is it thought by thought (dynamic equivalency)?
•	Literal translations are not always the best if they confuse the text for the reader
3. __________________Languages:
•	Are they based off_________________, Hebrew and Aramaic texts?
•	Or from ___________________or other English translations?
4. Old Testament Text:
•	Is the translation based off the _________________text?
•	Does it make use of the Samaritan_____________________?
•	Does it refer to the Aramaic_______________________?
5. New Testament Text:
•	Is it based on the Textus _________________or
•	On the eclectic, modern critical text?
Question 1:
•	Ask this question first:
•	“What will you be doing with the translation that you select?”
•	Will you be reading for ________________and general information?
•	Will you be doing detailed study?
•	Will it be public reading or ________________reading?
What are some purposes?
•	1. Private reading
•	2. ______________study
•	3. Public Worship
•	4. Serve needs of People with limited _______________skills
•	5. Serve the needs of scholastic readers
•	Private Reading:
•	J. B. _________________Translation 
translation began as an attempt to make Paul’s letters communicate to modern youth, such as those in London.
Many people 
began to use his first translation study and this alarmed him so that he published a 2nd edition in______________.
He had used a rather poor Greek text as the basis of his first translation. 
In the 2nd edition he used the _____________Greek Testament
B. The Living Bible
Kenneth N.____________, the author of this very free paraphrase asserts has value for “rapid reading” and for acquiring a “sweeping movement” of the story of redemption.
For careful study it is to free in adding, leaving out, and even changing materials to be trusted.
Taylor Himself has even admitted, “For study purposes a paraphrase should be _______________against a rigid translation.”
2. Care Study Translations:
•	The NASB
This represents a very _______________-and literal approach to the text. 
It reveals an honest attempt to reproduce accurately the ______________of the original languages and has taken over the valuable cross references of the ASV.
It uses stiff and nonidiomatic English.
B. The Amplified Bible
Has _______________renderings and should not be used for public worship
It is suggestive and stimulating for private study.
It is the nature of a “miniature commentary”
Its introduction says, “It is not a substitute for other translations. It is intended to supplement them, authentically, ___________________, and in a convenient form.”
3. Public Worship Translations
•	The Revised Standard Version
It seeks to combine the values of the historic Protestant versions with modern _______________and the latest in biblical scholarship.
B. The New English Bible
Is also designed for public _______________and for the_____________, but is much freer at times and at other places too colloquial.
C. The New International Version
Has the dignity and beauty of language that make it suitable for use in public_____________, and will no doubt, be adopted by many
4. Limited English Versions
•	The Bible in Basic English
Has a limited vocabulary of ___________-1000 words with an additional ________special “Bible” words
B. Charles Kingsley’s “The New Testament in Plain English”
Uses a vocabulary of about ______________words, 160-_________of which he explains in the glossary.
5. Scholarly Versions
•	Charles B. Williams, “The New Testament in the Language of the People”
Concentrates on the  translation of the ______________verbs
B. Kenneth S. Wuest’s, “Expanded Translation of the New Testament”
Extends his Greek work on the translation on other elements.
His translation has been accused of being an ______________translation of the Greek
These sacrifice the beauty of _________________to achieve their goal as does the NASB.
What Criteria Should We Use?
•	What is the Textual Basis?
What is the underlying _______________from which the translation is made?
•	The Wycliffe Bible
Which was the first complete English Bible, was a translation of the Latin _________
The Vulgate has been the standard of the _____________for hundreds of years.
The Rheims-Douai and Ronald Knox’s versions are translations of it.
This means they are a translation of a ____________________
B. The New American Bible
Is an excellent ______________translation of the original Greek and Hebrew mss
C. The Living Bible
Is not an actual translation, but is a _____________based off the________.
D. The standard Protestant Bibles of the Textus Receptus
From ___________-through the KJV was based on the Textus Receptus or Received Text.
This text goes back to_______________, who first published the Greek text in__________.
His text was made from a handful of Greek mss dating from the Middle Ages
E. The Critical Greek Text Versions
•	The Greek Texts Available:
The Westcott-Hort, Nestle-Aland, and that of the ____________
The _______________translators constructed their own Greek text from mss as they went along and often in the Gospels they followed the “______________” readings.
B. Textual Emendations Texts
1 Peter 3:19 in Moffott, Goodspeed, and Schonfield’s New Testaments has “Enoch” added when the textual editors felt it should be added and that the original text was not preserved.
The Old Testament
Most recent versions are based on the traditional _______________text.
Translations may vary as to the extent that they rely on the___________, Syriac, Latin and Aramaic Targums to correct the ancient versions.
Some make us of the ____________materials.
2. Criteria Two: Accuracy of Translation
Ask “How carefully” and “_____________” have the original mss been translated.
This is essentially the most important criteria!
The translator is under a solemn and serious obligation to reproduced as accurately as possible the thoughts, ideas, and sentiments of the writers, not his own beliefs, _____________-, or convictions.
How Can You Measure Such Criteria?
What are some standards to use?
There is no simple answer for this question.
•	Be Aware of Differing Concepts of Translations
•	Literal Word for Word Translations
The goal is to retain as far as possible, the original ________________units.
Words not actually in the original, but needed to complete the ______________in English, should be in italics or shown by other literary devices.
2. Equivalent Effect Translations
This translation is not so much concerned with words and grammatical order as with ideas and________________.
He strives for an equivalent idea. The translation should have the same effect on the modern reader as it did in the first century. 
The translator is to grasp the _______________of the original and then attempt to put it into modern English forms.
The Goal:
Paul Cauer stated it thusly, “So frei wie notig, so treu wie moglich.”
Translated that means, “as ___________as necessary and as ____________as possible.”
Criteria 3: Quality of English
A good version should have a clarity of expression
The translation needs to be accurately__________, but also clearly ___________in English.
 
Criteria 3: continued
This has to do with the relationship of the translation with the English reader.
An ideal version will present the message of the Bible in __________English.
This mean the translator would use words that the reader would understand.
There should be _______________appeal too.
A Simple Formula TO Remember:
•	Accuracy?
•	__________________?
•	Clarity?
Accuracy – 
Is the translation faithful?
Formal Details?
________________Message?
Proper Spirit?
Literal or _______________Translation?
Beauty
How does it read?
How does it________________?
How does it look?
Clarity –
Is it easy to understand?
Does it instruct?
Is it______________?
Is it__________________?


 

